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Family doctors are generalists: any experience which an individual perceives as problematic can become the legitimate concern of a GP, if it is brought up in a consultation. One of the fundamental tasks of the GP is to interpret a person's story. Here, the doctor tries to establish if the person's sense of unease suggests the onset of a discrete identifiable disease, or has its origins in other forms of stress, for example, personal unhappiness or unfavourable socio-economic circumstances. In the process, the doctor may draw on biomedical diagnostic pathways, for example, for the patient who describes symptoms of polyuria and polydypsia, and has a blood sugar concentration of 16 mmols/l. But at other times, the GP may have to bypass confident biomedical diagnosis, and adopt a decision pathway which approximates more to symptomatic treatment.

Often, GPs do not make biomechanical diagnoses: dealing with non-disease and non-diagnosis is a routine part of a GP's work.

Into this background comes evidence-based medicine (EBM), a method of solving clinical problems which applies the best relevant research evidence to clinical questions. First formally described in 1992, the method offered the possibility of improving the quality of clinical care by encouraging rigorous appraisal of new evidence. How can EBM help patients in general practice?

The EBM method has five steps:

(i) a clinical question is formed from the patient’s story;
(ii) the appropriate relevant evidence is identified from a literature search;
(iii) this evidence is critically appraised;
(iv) valid findings are incorporated into clinical management;
(v) an audit is carried out.

EBM is certainly an appealing approach to clinical problem solving, holding the promise of diminishing uncertainty in clinical practice. An EBM approach has successfully been used at undergraduate level, and it can become part of lifelong clinical practice.

Doctors have a responsibility to acquire the skills necessary for accessing and evaluating the results of the vast number of clinical studies now being published. In this respect, the integration of EBM into general practice is necessary and timely. But the risk lies in regarding EBM as the principal and exclusive route to clinical
quality in general practice. When an individual consults a GP, the aim is not simply to seek a scientific answer to a clinical question. The consultation is a forum, in which the patient comes to understand the illness, not merely in the scientific sense, but also in a metaphysical sense, where the doctor and the patient both explore the meaning of the illness in the unique context of the individual's history.19,20 As the doctor and the patient develop their relationship, the doctor comes to understand the individual at three different levels: firstly, on the basis of recognizable patterns of disease, upon which a biomedical diagnosis can be made; secondly, at the level of the person's life history, which permits both the doctor and the patient to understand the importance of what has been happening; and thirdly, at the level of the uniqueness of the person's own human condition, which allows the doctor and the individual to identify the significance of an illness experience from the patient's perspective.

GPs assume responsibility with their patients for a wide variety of problems. Some of these will be addressed usefully by the rigorous application of EBM. Other problems are not exclusively biomechanical, but reflect personal, social or cultural issues. The impact of inexplicable life events, the misery of homelessness and the chronic unhappiness caused by disastrous but inescapable personal relationships are all issues which GPs may have to deal with. That these issues are not helped by the principles of EBM does not reveal an inherent weakness in that model—it merely addresses the limitations of EBM in primary care. GPs should develop EBM into another strength of general practice. It should sit alongside the other key generic functions of the GP which Heath has described as interpreting a patient's story, guarding against overmedicalization, and witnessing a patient's suffering.20 In summary, EBM is necessary, but not in itself sufficient for good practice in primary care.
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